


Kios offers a design with great flexibility to 
adapt highly functional and independent 
workstations. This line allows a direct 
interaction where a continuous collaboration 
is required.

Its clean structure facilitates freedom of 
movement thanks to its open bases. These 
qualities are highlighted with a tray system 
below the worksurface to hide and distibute 
power and data wiring.

Its multi-functional beam allows the 
placement of dividing screens for more 
privacy. Also,complementary items such as 
strategically located cabinets and shelves 
can be added.

Kios can be customized according to your 
corporatem or brand identity allowing you to 
bring your personal touch.

Benching System





Tray for Technology Services

Shared Double Shelf

Personal Suspended Storage with Drawer

Multifunctional beam. Attaches to support 
components such as storage cabinets and privacy 
screens.

Tray. For routing power cables and accommodate 
double sided power harnesses and voice and data 
jacks.

End support. Structural support that attaches 
to either end of single or double sided station. 
Includes glides for leveling.

Mid end support. Structural support that attaches 
between two single or double sided stations. 
Includes glides for leveling.

Floor power entry pole. Power and data cables 
are routed from the floor to the end of a cable tray. 
Can be connected on any workstation.Includes 
glides for leveling.

Ceiling power entry pole. Power and data cables 
are routed from the ceiling to the end of cable 
tray. This pole can only be connected at either end 
of a group of workstations.

Worksurface access door. Allows easy access to 
power and data underneath the worksurface.

Power harness. 8 wire 4 circuit power harness 
accommodates 2 duplex receptacles per side per 
each worksurface access door.

Jack housing. Allows two jacks for voice and data 
per housing. Two locations available per each 
worksurface access door.
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